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thii peric 1	 tl o	 work,	 on tho	 -ipi-otrxnl	 line	 pirometors
of t're OP	 1 4 E	 - x 2h (0,0)	 Mind	 hss b(-in	 completed.	 detaileO
papar An.or.ribing this	 wor%	 has	 been pub. ishod	 in	 J.w.	 .R. T. 	 and	 ,n
reprint is	 enclosed	 as	 an	 Appendix. Numerous	 reprints	 requests
for t'iis	 paper	 were received.
II. Using tl;w M-otitoon developed ,'or NOn quontificnti n 0)
,luring previous phoses of this project, the uv-visible data
obtained during the 1977 balloon flights hnve been used for 07
quentificrtion.
For rtmcspheric ozone amounts and the ref,ion covered by
t,ht , se spectra, the ozone ;absorption r p ndc€rs the atmosphere opaque
t low sun ngl n s in the	 region (Hartley bands).	 From
'ibou "T 011	 +-o 110:)CR th o	 ozone:	 -+bsurption	 coeffinients	 ;arc too
um.l.l. to	 ?	 iv1,1 aprreciabl o ob; orption	 evr+n	 h+	 tli^;	 lowest sun
rrn^lc^s sc^rnn^^rl (.^,^^ ). 	 From. ir"'"7 to 500A, (Chappuis bands) the
otmospheric ' bziorptio n is quite wea:•; and brnr d ?nd doc s not have
the contrast structure requit—d for :he three wavelengths method.
, region from 3100 to 35003 appear; to be the best region to
use for determining ozone columns with the three-wavelength
!,Io t 0d.
Acournte detoraminration of crone columns and volume mixing
ratios requires accu,ru:e ozone absorption coefficients mcssured.
ra t atnospht ric temperatures (210 *o 2601:). 	 The bast presently
rivailable published absorption coefficients are those of
'ligroux
	
•;e have.: used t.rese coefficients and five combinations
of three c:avelengths chosen from the features marked in Figure 1
to tlotteraiinr , ozonck nolurns rnd volume mixing matt- s.
The o::ono, volume mixing rrtios dettaranined from the ,a
Fet>ru:ary 197 QV and 17 February 197" ;1V dntaa have been compirod
wi y h st: andnrd middle - l:atitudo. ozone p r o f i I o 3 The ozone
profit es from both flights Ire in ngre .a nent with the standard
profile mixinG rntios, As shown in Figure 2.
The spectra in Fi3.	 1 1, nvc^ been .smooth(A d to 2."1
resolution.	 [ t should br ns ^Pd that while the fine structure of
the atmospheric 0, nb:sorption in Fig. t is not fully nccounted
for the Vigroux coefficients, it is in ag roement with the recent
hi ,AA i r+^solution (OA) work taunt vom.plet-od at tae M.P.R. The
.,ccur.-cy or the 11 , profiles should improve tthen this wortr, whioll
I s t:on:.al .^ t +'d at kah,?1oc.ptl +uric t.a?11pt'rrat lak'e's, ti complatc+t.
II .	 .;ork I:os stx rt.e^t on the no,,j t7V soIar ,pnctr y obtnine+
florin.; Cli p, ,r 1°){:`, 1 balloon f1 ie'i';.	 `himerous hijrt, and lo w : ajn
s:nns wevo obt„inc,i during nscent 5 nd from float aaltitude
km) .t.
	
resolution in the 003- 30 1, 9 3 region.	 Hi8h .ind low
sun scans
	
from flout nitai,tud+-	 Iinve	 been onlibrated	 in	 wavelength.
Represent;ativr scans are	 shown	 in	 Fiu. 3	 and	 P ig.	 u	 respectively
for	 t'.h:?	 30r" -3-'OA2,R region,	 wh	 ch	 is co nsid ere d 	best	 fir	 114
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Fig. 1 Ratio of Scan 83 (low sun) to Scan 56 (high sun). The fine
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figure 2 Preliminary tone profiles superimposed on the standard



















Fig. 3a Selected high sun scans obtained during the 3 / 19/81 balloon
Flight from float altitude IM km). Resolution is 0.039.
Fig, 3b
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Fig. 4a Selected tow sun scans obtained during the 3/ 19/81 balloon
flight from float altitude (33 cm). Resolution is 0.03A.
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SPECTRAL LINE PARAMETERS FOR THE
A*1-X3II(0, 0) BAND OF OH FOR ATMOSPHERIC
AND HIGH TEMPERATURES
Amm GoLoww ad Am R. Gluis
.	 of Physics. U*srsky d Down, Dw4w. CO WN. U.S.A.
%Vl ollw1 6 JON 1100)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The A 31-Xfi(O. 0) band of OH in the 3015 A region has been of interest to quantitative
speetroscipists for many years because of its high absorption and emission intensity and
convenient wavelength location for spectroscopic probes, The hydroxyl radical is a common
by-product of most combustion processes, ispresent (^, tstmorphnic, solar and stellar spears,
and in recent years has ban also recognized as in ai;oortant trace constituent in atmospheric
chemistry. Accurate determinuion of the amount of OH present during specuoscopic experiments
depends on precise knuMedge of line positions and intensities. Several analyses of spectral line
positions for this band are available; among the more important of theme are those of Dieke and
Crosswhite,' who provided the first extensive analysis of the OH u.v, spectrum, and Destombes
et al who performed elaborate analysis of modern microwave. Lr. and u.v. OH data. Intensity(relative and absolute) studies of this band have been reviewed recently by Chidsey and
Crosiey' who also performed extensive RKR calculations of rotational transition probabilities
for the A-X system of OH.
The purpose of this work is to combine the best presently available data and theory to
derive accurate quantitative line parameters for the A =1-,Y inio, 0) band, applicable to atmos-
pheric and high temperatures, The results are displayed in line parameter tables, and include
improved values for the line strength, calculated in intermediate coupling from the energy
matrix eigeenvectors.
. LINE PARAMETERS DERIVATION
The OH molecule has an unpaired electron with total electronic angular momentums L -1
and S 112. In the electronic ground state the projection of L along the internuclear axis is
A- t 1. The projection of S along the internuclear axis is E - 112, with a total electronic
angular momentum projection n n A + 1. Here, A, .,A are considered as signed quantities, as
in the notation of Hougen.' The electronic ground state is an inverted in state with the
=A1,(A - =112, F0 levels at higher energy than the in. levels (11= _312, Fs). The rotational
levels for this state are intermediate between Hund 's cans (a) and (b). in the 21 upper state,
which is Hund's cane (b), A - 0 and A - =112 with J N =112. The nand 2£ states perturb
one another and produce A doubling for each N (211A) or J en,.,,).
We use the unique perturber approximation described by Destombes et ol.2 to calculate
energy levels. Thk process is restricted to a single vibmtiofW level v in the AM42n subspace.
The total angular momentum number F (not to be confused with the level designations F, and
F) is a good quantum number. For a given F the J and J + i levels are weakly coupled by
magnetic hyperfine interactions. These interactions are negligible in the calculation of electronic
spectra and J may be considered a good quantum number. This procedure gives a 6 x 6
Hamiltonian matrix, the elements of which are listed in Table 1. The matrix elements are
QsfT Vol. 25. N& 2-11	 111
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tall Rt/; ► Nm1r. t11pV({=-1)Nl	 r(fa^'-falnl}
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tt Ri/2 INI 1t.t/2•
.2KDL*^irf+lfNL*►r(:a2.1)y
4411/ 1 INI %w <NL.	 SAL*}.^qi.^►(irt-1)^+l^L^► (tr2+l)++ML+>St+r^•fr=+t}
tiatN l
. an^^ 1/tt ,~tt^- tlt)(J•t17 )11/:
2. Megrim alarms are O"h aw bf Mallartta sr initial M/ aeLL stater or
by wetirs 0 to •A is Math tattial and tint atataa*
written in Hund's case (a). with the wave (unctions represented by IASI)I! fl) =11SS;J11). so
that
rM*tt.:	 ^:^Si^t2^ jSt♦112 s 11=t,1 = I/2).
'11-jqc
	
IASIJ(1) =1 =11/2 = t/2;! : 112).	 (1)
'11 *a,I M	 1.1S:.J11) - I, s 11/2 _ 1/2.J = 312).
The Hamiltonian constants used' are shown in Table 2 (these constants givo a better fit to the
I
TaW 1. Huniho" ronows for A-'S-X = f1(%0).
CoMUxt Palma(eel• )
{ t 16.9232073
D, 2.03	 641 a t0`t
rt 11.7112 xIo`t
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equals s • symtaetric * +or a . aotisymmetric. -, This notation hould not be
confutes with the s, a and +, - ooAd a for homoouclear diatomic molecules.+ to this new
basis, one of the 3 x 3 blocks cootaios only matrix elements of the type (J'n'sjHV0s) ad the
other contttias only matrix elements of the type (J'f1'a(mne),
After numerical diagonalkadon of a 3 x 3 Kronib transformed block, the electronic suit of
each eigenvalue (energy level or, mm properly, tent value in cm- r) may be determined by
noting that the largest sgsnvalue belongs to the 21 1n state, the intermediate eigenvalue to the
xtirr suit, and the smallest eipsavalve to the fi,,r suit, The remaining gotaotum numbers and
parities may be determined from Table 3.
The selection rules for the A ll-X IM0,0) eWar;c dipole allowed traashim are o! -0. i,
AN . 0, 1, = 2. P.1 . selection ,ales require + »+ -, + *4 +, and -.e -, which give for the
wavefuaction the Wait symmetry selection rules of s oos and a «r a for OJ a s i (P and R
branches) and s «a for AJ • 0 (Q branches), Transitions are designated by'"e,lrp4j what
refers to the tapper state and " refers to the lower state and F is F, or F, These selection rules
permit 12 branches, of which 6 are main branches (OP,,, oQ , r, "Rrr, °Pir nQ::, "Rr.) and b are(weaker) satellite blanches aPr,, RQtt, :Rr t , PQt=, QRt=, ON.
The line Intensities S, (T) (cm' r latm-cm) at temperature T("K ) are calculand from"
where k(• V- E"7 is the transition frequency in cm- 1 , c • 2.91792438 x l0" cmisec, N is the
total number of OH moleculeslctn', p is the pressure in atm, A ;; is the Einstein A coefficient
in sec"', E" Is the lower state energy ( n E,), and QrR is the vibration rotation partition function,
Line intensitier- may be converted from cm-'latm-cm at T to cmlmoiecule at T by
	
SVTxcmlmoiecule) n 3.7:3%3 x 10- 4-0
 2 
3	 Sw(Txcm" r /cm•atm),
	
(4)
The Sw (T) in cm/molecule are at the population temperature,
We assume that Q,.a is given by QcQn, where the vibrational partition function Qr in the
harmonic oscillator approximation is
TAW 1. Assipom of 000M PoM ws to eipw.lws for owe A
State	
•fit/i	 ^ni/2	 qr/;
1	 i	 t	 2




Aatior=ttic block	 (-i)N	 ( -V0+1 (-i)N 	 ..-
tat *Ambk J. T. Horace for poiNtiNa ow that oar WAtion i w syetmmic a + is egrivileNt to the j 11"is ettl
o w n6ymmtric - - is e,Yivakm to the a levels of J. M. Bfo". J. T. Hovow. K.•P. Hrtber. J. W. C. JGhw.1. Kopp. H.
l.efebvte•brion. A. J. Mew, D. A. RetNsey, J. Rostov, WA R. N, Zees, I J Ww- Sp Mee. U. 300 (1973).
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and w, is the vibrational harmonic owiilator frequency in :m-". Huber and Herzberg give
w, a 3737 .76, em". A comparison of the values of Q, calculated by Eq. (S) and by direct
summation of a-'err shows a difference of less than 0 .12% at 4600'K. The rotational partition
function Qe is calculated from the actual energy levels as follows:
Qe • J; (2J'+ 1) e-i.4wjmP"r.	 (6)
Chidsey and Crosley' live the Einstein A eoeWcient as
A''^: .^p V Sj'rv'l(ZP+:)sec",	 (7)
where	 is the rovibrational transition probability and Sip is the rotational line strength.
Chidsey and Crosley tabulate relative values of A:. through No 32 for the A ll - X=R(0, O)
band in their Table 4. They state that they calculated the line strengths S1 -1• based on Earls'
(ormulas' with a Jdepettdent spin-orbit coupling parameter A and the rotational constants of
Dicke and Crosswhits.' We have found that the use of Earls' formulas can lead to significant
errors at high J in the satellite bands. (This problem is furt:ler di*cussed in the following
section.) Therefore, we have calculated Spl. by following the method described by HouM.•
Chidsey and Crosley' have kindly provided a table of relative valwis for p :-1j'. through J • 35,3
prior to publication.
The A, ,J. may be put on an absolute basis by noting that the lifetime of a state is
7r . j.. `r; A r^;) sec,
	
(it)
Because Chidsey and Crosley' give A °IA$ - 0,0040 (here the notation is A' :), we assume that
for the v' - O vibrational state all vibrational states other than v".0 make negligible con-
tributions to r,,,,. The best available lifetime for the rotadoWass (N' - O)n' • 0 state is probably
that measured by German, 10 so,,;; _ (0.688 t 0.007) x 10-b sec. There are three transitions from
the C-0 state to the rotationless c'' .0 state. namely, PP I1 (I.5), °P; 1(l.S), and ''Q";(O.S). We
calculate relative Art for all J' and J" of interest by ignoring all constant factors in Eq. (7)
and normalize these by using Eq. (8).
We form the Sj,,- by following the method given by Hougen.' In addition to the selection
rules 1/ - 0, =1 and + w – parity, electric dipole selection rules on 12 give nonzero matrix
elements only for (p =1 Jµ, t iµ710) for 40 - tl and (fliA,10) for 1li(3 - 0, where A. µy, and 0, are
eleciHz dipole moment components in the molecule fixed axis system. In the laborate-v .,xod
coordinate system
AZ = ;,az, - lazy Xµ, +fµ,)+ 4(az +iazyX#, -+,ur)+ az ,	 (9)
where az„ azr, and az; are the direction cosines between the molecule-fixed and laboratory







QC J(»1 11/ (0)1/2
cJ;t>fLIF4 ^J.tl> ' ( J^MJMI)	 2 l ir`




zJ;A-l^Ytl.' . tls CKJ Q	 il-	
2 x 112 C T+n
	
-pt	
) 2J+I)	 j -C	
+n JJW. )1/2
,total The gha!,a splayed hers are the save u thaw umW to Rata. 2. i. and 11.
t
Sp"*W Ww parauters for IM A'I-Vn(0.0) band of QN	 tf3
Axed coordinates systems. The direction cosine matrix elements are given in Table 4. The µ„
µr, and µ, are taken to be experimentally determined parameters. For lack of better on-
formation. we take 1/(1 2)lµ,+jµr) a N/(ll.)Iµ. -iprl' µ.. -1.
Because we assume that the electronic ane rotational parts of the wavefunction are
separable; the electric dipole m&Wx elements may be written u
(A'ST; J 'n'IµzIASI ; J(1) - j(A'S'11µx + iµrIASSXP1VIaz, -::x^ a^)
+',1'{A'S7'lµ,-iµrIASIXJ'n'Iaz,+laz,V11)+(A'S='IµxIAS.XJ'n'IazslJn). 	 (10)
.
where " has been dropped on the iower state quanddes, Only one of the three terms on the r.h.s.
of Eq. (10) is nonzero for any allowed transition matrix element. The electric dipole transition
matrix is formed in the same basis as was the Hamiltonian matrix, that it, the Hund's case (a)
bask. Selection rules in this basis are AS - 0, AS - 0, oA - 0, =1, and of - 0, t 1. Because
AS a 0 and (I - A + 1, the selection rule Ail - AA is obtained,
For ii-2n transitions the last terns in Eq. (10) is always zero. Because we are interested in
rx- III transitions, we sit all matrix elements of the type ( 2xlµzl2l) and (tn IlLe ) equal to zero,
This approxuaation is valid because these matte elements are much smaller in magnitude than
the (211µxl2n) matrix elements and because they enter into the line strength only through weak
mixing between the in and =.r, wavefunctions. The relative phases of the matrix elements are
determined by following the prerription of Hougen' and Whiting and Nicholls." Following the
suggestions of Whiting and Nicholls, we have normalized the line strengths so that
Si
 J.m2(.'S+ 1XV0+1)-4(J"+1). 	 (11)
Table 4 reffecv this choice of normalization.
The line strength SJ.J. is formed in intermediate coupling by taking I(Wlµzl1)I1
. 
where 1m)
represents the eigenvector of the 21 state, II) represents the eigenvector of the 2n state, and Az
now represents the 6 x 6 transition matrix. However, the eigenvectors formed during diagonal-
ization of the energy matrices are in the Kronig transformed basis; therefore, the dipole matrix
must also be transfc nned into this basis. Using the Kronig transformed wavefunctions given by
Eq. (1), the Kronig transformed dipole matrix elements have the form
(J'n'a'IµZVna) - ^(lJ'n`lµZlJri>+a("'IJAzV - n)
+a'(J'-0 111 J0)4. aa 10' WIAZIJ- n)) 	(12)
and, if we let µI be the matrix of the (J'n'd'IµzlJna),
S,.J.. I(J'n'a'IµlJna>I	 (13)
To our knowledge, .the 21-2n transition mattices have not been published elsewhere. Vie show
them for the P, Q, and R branches in Tables 5-7. The twelve branches correspond to the four
3 x 3 blocks in the Kronig basis as follows:
a «- a
	 a s
rPn, nRn, °P12 ► QR"z	 QQn, PQ"2
s «-a	 s «-s	 (14QQ=, nQ2r	 ^P="R,,, aP2"$	)
For the Q-branch lines, the only nonzero 3 x 3 blocks are those for a «- s and s «- o, while, for
the R- and P-branch lines, the only nonzero 3 x 3 blocks are those for a w- a and s «- s. When
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Spectral An perutteten for the A :i-Xt111o,0) bend of OH	 Ip
example, to generate the Q, line strength we form
SF). I(*!. RI(a •— s)I^► ;n,!)l'^	 (IS)
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Line stnttgths, !Einstein A coeAicieuts, intepsities, and transition frequencies have been
calculated for all branches of the A32 - X%0, 0) OH spectrum through J -15.5 at 2WK for
atmospheric applications and through J - 40.5 at 4WK for high temperature applications,
These calculated values are shown in Tables 8 and 9. respectively. The total band intensities (by
summation of the individual lines) an 2.7948 x 10' cm- llatm-cai at 24WK and 8.963 x
10=
 cm- l iatm-cm at 4QWK. Line intensities an plotted at these two temperate ns in Fig. 1.
Some caution must be exercised in using high J data from Table 9, The spectroscopic
constants' used here were determined from date which included transitions through J - 25.5.
Although these constants allow prediction of that data to within 0,1 cm" maximum error and a
standard deviation of - 0.03 cm-1 (the hyperfine structure is neglected here), such accuracy
cannot be expected for all lines between J - 23.3 and 40,3. Uncertainties in the calculation of
energy levels at these high J cause proportionally smaller uncertainties in the energy eigen-
vectors (wavefunctions) and in quantities calculated using the eigenvectors pine strengths,
Eins►.ein A coefficients, and intensities).
Chidsey and Crosley' list p:--r through J - 33.5. We have extrapolated p 4r for J - 36.3-
40.5. Although the dependence of peel- on J is quite linear for P, Q, and R transition
probabilities between J-25.5  and 33.5, extrapolated p J used to calculate Einstein A
coefficients and intensities at higher J must be used with caution.
Although we list four digits for Einstein A coefficients and intensities in Tables 8 and 9, the
absolute uncertainties of these quantities cannot be less than 1%, because German 's10 ro,,n has
a 1% quoted uncertainty and because Chidsey and CrosleyY p;.-ale are quoted to three
significant digits. The relative uncertainties are limited by the relative accu racy of the p,`: l- and
the line strengths, These relative uncertainties should be less than 0.5% for J less than 25.5 And
are probably less than Me for J less than 35,5.
Our calculated line strengths have been checked for accuracy by comparison with values
calculated using Earls" algebraic formulas (these formulas are equivalent to those of Kovacs"
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Fin. 1. Line intensities and positions for the A 31-X'I1(0, 0) band of OH, Only lines with intensity greeter
than 10'' the intensity of the strongest line have been potted.
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ignored, our line strengths are identical to those calculated using Earls' formulas. Ignoring these
effects does not significantly alter the line strengths for main branch transitions but does lead to
large errors at high J for the weaker satellite branch line strengths. Earls' fora nlas (which *we
centrifugal and higher d istortion and 1-11 interactions) predict conistently smaller lent strengths
than those calculated by us (which include centrifugal and Won d istortion and 1-11 inaeracdoae).
In the QR13 branch, WOW strengths range from 93% of our line strength at J" = 20.5 i•. 0% of
our line strengtls at r = X10.5; in the $R21 branch they mnge from 78% of our line strength at
P • 20.5 to 4691 of our line strength at r = 39.5. Earls' formulas show intermediate error in tha
range for the other satellite branches.
Bennett's" line-strength formulas, which include P' centrifugal distortion, may be expected
to give much more accurate results, Based on our check of Earls' formulas, the line strengths
for the sR21 branch should have the largest deviation. Bennett's formula predicts liar strengths
for this branch which are 1% higher than ours at J - LS and decrease to 6% lower at J - 25.3;
they increase to 2%. higher at J - 39.5. Examination of the eigenvectors shows that the P'term
and, to a lesser extent, the mixing can contribute an effect of a few percent to the
satellite bands line strengths. Thus, the dominant effect in the deviations from Earls' formulas is
due to the centrifugal disortion, which is relatively large in a light molecule such as OH.
The conclusion to be drawn from these comparisons is that both the algebraic formulas or
our method give accurate main branch line strengths at all experimentally observed J values.
Earls' formulas lead to signiffcant errors at high J in the satellite bands. Bennett's formulas gave
acceptable satellite branch line strengths for most work. However, when the highest accuracy is
required. the line strengths from Table 9 should be used.
When our Einstein A coefficients are normalized to the same relative value as those of
Chidsey and Crosley, 3 the two sets of values differ by at most : 2 in the last decimal place. As
with line strengths. these differences become inportant only at high J in the satellite branches
where many of the re!2tive Einstein A coefficients are quoted to only one significant digit by
Chidsey and Crosley. An additional advantage of our Einstein A coefficients in Tables 8 and 9
for quantitative spectroscopy is that they are absolute rather than relative values.
Although we have chosen to present OH line parameters for temperatures of 40 and
46WK, our computer program can generate A-"-'-X-'11(0, 0) band line parameters for any
temperature. Table 10 may be used with Tables 8 or 9 and Eqs. (3) and (5) to convert line
intensities from these temperatures to any temperature in the 00-60WK range. Intensities so
determined should have the same accuracy as those in Tables 8 and 9. Band intensities at
temperatures other than 240 and 4600% may be calculated by summing the individual line
intensities at the desired temperature. Simpler approximate procedures which directly convert
from a band intensity at one temperature to a band intensity at another temperature such as Eq.
(7-126) in Penner,6 Rive errors of approx. 15% when band intensities at 240 and 4600% are
compared.
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The following corrections should be made to Goldman and Gillisl.
`
	
	 In Eq. (3) and (7) the expression (2J'+1) should be 4(2J'+1).
Consequently, all intensities in cm- l /atm-cm and cm/molecule in Ref. 1
should be multiplied by 4. All other line parameters remain unchanged.
1. A. Goldman and J. R. Gillis, JQ$RT 25, 111 (1981).
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